# PICTURE THIS WORKSHEET

## ON GOOGLE

### SEARCH FOR

1. Carrots on Google
2. Purple carrots using the colour filter
3. Carrots on with licences to be reused (select usage rights under Tools).
4. Carrot GIFs
5. Carrot images uploaded in the last 24 hours

### DISCUSS WITH A PARTNER

1. Did you see any ads? What of?
2. What suggested searches did Google give you?
3. Did any of your images differ from your partner?

## ON Bing

### SEARCH FOR

1. Carrots on Bing
2. Purple carrots using the colour filter
4. People holding carrots.
5. A carrot image that is at least 1800 x 1800 px

### DISCUSS WITH A PARTNER

1. Did you see any ads? What of?
2. What suggested searches did Bing give you?
3. Were the images different to the Google images?

## OTHER SITES

### ON FLICKR ([HTTPS://WWW.FLICKR.COM/CREATIVECOMMONS/](HTTPS://WWW.FLICKR.COM/CREATIVECOMMONS/))

1. Find images of bicycles.
2. How would you attribute the image
3. Are there any in the Public Domain?

### PICK 3 OTHER IMAGE SITES FROM THE RESOURCES LIST AND SEARCH THEM FOR IMAGES.

1. Find an image containing text.
2. Find an image with no background.
3. Find an image of a famous work of art.

### DISCUSS WITH A PARTNER

Which image site is your favourite and why?
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